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BRIEF HISTORY

The Graham Fire & Rescue's Facebook page was
created, but lacked intention and direction.  

How We Started

2014

I was put on light duty and was tasked with
building the Graham Fire & Rescue brand.  

2019

Graham Fire & Rescue hired a Community
Outreach Officer - putting an increase emphasis
on the importance of engaging with our
community.  

2020



SYNERGY 
Communication
Content Planning
Sharing resources

Shared notepad, Shared album, Google Drive,
DropBox 

Sharing the workload
Divide tasks by skillsets and passions 



A properly thought out
and implemented social
media strategy can far
outweigh the effects of a
TV ad, billboard, or
newspaper ad that costs
the department
thousands of dollars.



It takes too much time to learn 
It’s too hard to get content
I don’t have enough time to properly manage it
My leadership doesn’t support it 

EXCUSES &
HURDLES



THE WHY
You're a leader in the community you serve. 
Your employees expect you to be an advocate for them.
The public expects transparency and the ability to
engage with public agencies. 
The more we talk about our business, the better
positioned we are with community stakeholders. 
We have the responsibility to educate our communities
about the services we provide. 



Social 
Media
Stats



Numbers 
Don't Lie
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Social 
Media
Usage
Most popular social
networks worldwide
as of July 2021,
ranked by number
of active users (in
millions)

Source: Kepios Analysis (Jul 2021)
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on social media in
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TV &
Mobile
Devices
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TV and Mobile Devices: Average Time Spend in the US. 
2014-2021
(hrs.mins per day among population)



It takes 20 years to build a
 
 

 and 5 minutes to ruin it. If you 
 
 

about that, you'll do things
differently. 

 

REPUTATION

THINK
-WARREN BUFFETT



BRANDING VIDEO



What is your brand? 



How are you perceived
by the community?  



BRANDING
Identify your voice

Empathetic
Authoritative 
Playful 
Sarcastic 
Professional 

Pro tip: you can be more than one!



BRAND
BOOK

GRAHAM FIRE & RESCUE

July 2021

BRANDING
Consistency is key

Logo usage (do's and don'ts)
Color schemes 
Fonts 



BRANDING
Display your brand everywhere

Watermark your photos
EZY Watermark
Canva
Phonto



LEAVE YOUR MARK



LEAVE YOUR MARK



BRANDING
Build brand excitement and buy-in

Utilize your members - they may have talents
that you aren't aware of (photoshop skills,
video editing skills, etc.) 
Run contests to encourage content sharing

Photo contests 
Video contests



BRANDING MISTAKES

Failing to
differentiate
your brand

Not connecting
with the right

audience

Poor logo
design, lack of

brand standards



BUILD YOUR AUDIENCE

Encourage your employees to share your posts, ask them
to invite their family and friends to follow your accounts. 
Post consistently when building your audience. Keep an
eye on what types of content your audience reacts well to. 
Tag partner agencies in your posts when appropriate.
Share content from other community partners. 

Focus on building your audience as normal part of your social
media strategy - Not just when your gearing up to ask for
something in return. 



TARGETED ADS

Run targeted ads (specifically on Facebook) to
encourage people to follow your page. 



BE PROACTIVE



Connect with your audience on a
deeper level rather than solely relying
on demographic data. 

CONNECT & NURTURE

As a public safety organization, your members
interact with your citizens on what may be the worst
day of their life - because of this many citizens will
experience a connection to your brand that goes far
beyond the service that you provide. 

Respond to comments
Respond to messages as quickly as possible
Share the photos and the stories they send you

Nurture this connection by engaging with them: 



VERIFICATION,
IMPRESIONATION, 
TROLLS 



VERIFICATION
Once you’ve established a significant audience
size, you're able to apply for verification within
the social media platforms. 

Being verified builds trust, authority, and
improves searchability within the social
media sphere. 
Being verified makes it easier to combat
account impersonation. 



Facebook & Instagram
Jared Brown – Northeast, Northwest

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
CONTACTS

CT, DC, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY,
PA, RI, VT, WA, MT, ID, OR, AK, HI

jlbrown@fb.com

Twitter
gov@twitter.com



DEALING WITH TROLLS

Don’t argue. State your position and move on. 
Determine if responding will even result in
your desired outcome.
If you do choose to respond, respond quickly. 



DEALING WITH TROLLS
You’ve worked hard to cultivate a loyal
following. More often than not, your audience
with react to trolls before you even need to.
Let your audience have your back – the public
defending you can help boost your reputation
and credibility. 

Don’t sulk in the negative or take it
personal. 
Don't let your personal feelings
write your reply. 





Informing your audience
Educating your audience
Entertaining your audience

CONTENT CREATION

Post with a Purpose

Ask yourself: what am I trying to
accomplish with this post?



CONNECT TO
EMOTIONS

Use your content to humanize your account.
Your audience wants to know the people who
are doing the work (including YOU, there
person behind the social media), they want to
know that they are engaging with a real person. 



Everyone
loves animals



Everyone
loves
firefighters



Everyone
loves
action



OWN YOUR
MISTAKES



We are all human, and
we all make typos.

CONTENT CREATION



If it has an impact on our community,
we have the responsibility to share it.

CONTENT CREATION



Fact check your content.

CONTENT CREATION



CONTENT TYPES

Demonstrates your position as
a thought leader.
Showcases your brand voice,
skills, and knowledge.
Boosts your credibility. 
Cultivates deeper relationships
with your existing audience.

Created Content
Graphics, videos, photos that you create.



CONTENT TYPES

Cost and time efficient.
Builds new relationships and
nurtures partner relationships.
Provides your audience with
alternate views and resources.

Curated Content
Photos received from community members,
graphics shared from other organizations,
shared posts, or news articles. 









IDENTIFY WHAT RISKS
YOU'RE WILLING TO TAKE

Is the content a little edgier than your normal content?
Is the content related to a hot button issue? 
Can the content be taken out of context?

Sometimes a little controversy on your posts is a good
thing - it can dramatically increase your reach - use your
best judgement and make sure you have the support of
your leadership. 



IDENTIFY WHAT RISKS
YOU'RE WILLING TO TAKE



CONTENT SCHEDULING & PRIORITIZING CONTENT

Create a content calendar – but always
be prepared to change your plans.



PHOTOS TIPS & TRICKS

Avoid

Make sure your photos are high resolution when posting
Use effective editing, but don’t over edit
Select images that are clear and align with size specifications
Build your photo library 

Faces of patients
Blood, guts, and gore 
Personal identifiers



GRAPHICS TIPS & TRICKS
Use Canva - it's very user friendly 

Other programs include Adobe Spark,
Photoshop & InDesign

Look for inspiration on other department
pages, Google, etc. 
Include your logo within your graphic design 
Follow your brand standards
Avoid overcrowding
User legible fonts and font sizes



Good lighting is critical 
Stay steady 
The audio matters just as much as the visuals
Get close to your subject 
Avoid vertical video unless you are shooting for
Instagram 
Be prepared for the shoot – write a script/video
outline 

What is your message?
Who are you trying to reach?
How will you distribute?
What is the call to action? 

VIDEOS TIPS & TRICKS



VIDEO
EXAMPLES



MEDIA
RELATIONS

Maintain a list of media contacts, and focus on only
including reporters who typically involve themselves
in stories related to your organization. 

Foster relationships with the media.



EMBRACE THE MEDIA
Graham Fire & Rescue approaches media contacts with
open arms. We are willing to get reporters behind the
scenes, and as close to the action as possible (with
safety in mind). 

We view the media as an asset to help tell our story and
the good work our firefighters are doing.  



MAKE IT ABOUT THEM, NOT YOU
Create a media package, including a press release &
audio/visual content. 
Be ready to schedule follow up interviews based on their
availability. 
Mondays & Tuesdays are the best days to pitch stories
(according to Cision’s 2021 State of the Media Report) 
More & more reporters are looking on social media for story
leads, Twitter is especially useful for capturing the media’s
attention. Keep this in mind when crafting your tweets. 



REPORTING 
Generating internal buy-in through data. 



MEDIA MONITORING TOOLS
Streamline your data collection: Cision, Meltwater, Sprout Social, Hootsuit





AND LASTLY...



KEEP IT WEIRD
You’re trying to slow the scroll -
you only have 8 seconds to catch
the average viewers’ attention. 



QUESTIONS? 


